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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates generally to electrical con-
nector assemblies. More particularly, the invention re-
lates to an electrical connector assembly with a pivoting
lever arm mechanism to securely mate and un-mate the
connectors with reduced mating force while preventing
the inadvertent release of the connectors and misalign-
ment during mating.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Electrical connector assemblies used in auto-
motive and other applications often employ a large
number of terminals and therefore require a large mating
force to ensure a secure connection between the male
and female connectors. Significant frictional forces from
the terminals and housings must be overcome to properly
join the connectors. Similarly, in order to properly function
in the environment for which they were created, the male
and female connectors must be secured to ensure the
electrical connection does not become disengaged,
thereby opening the electrical circuit.
[0003] Conventional electrical connectors have em-
ployed locking devices consisting of screws, springs, de-
tents, clasps, bayonet mechanisms, and other means to
assist in securing electrical connectors and preventing
accidental uncoupling. However, many of these locking
means have been unwieldy and often physically extend
beyond the primary geometric bounds of the electrical
connector package. The large geometry of previous con-
nectors have prevented their use in constrained spaces.
[0004] Previous lever assist mechanisms have used a
rotating cam on one half of the connector assembly and
pins or cam followers on the other half of the assembly.
The distance of the contour of the camshaft to the center
point of rotation changes, drawing the connector halves
together by rotating the cam so that the pin follows the
contour of the cam groove. A mechanical advantage is
realized from utilizing a longer distance from the lever to
the center rotation point than the distance from the point
of contact on the pin in the cam groove to the center point
of rotation.
[0005] Tangential forces are applied to the pins in the
radial direction with respect to the rotation point and re-
quire a long path of travel about the cam’s center point
of rotation. Conventional cam and cam follower connec-
tor assemblies often require at least ninety degrees of
rotation to fully mate or un-mate the connector halves.
[0006] While such methods of securing electrical con-
nectors have been employed m the past, problems occur
when the connectors are not properly aligned prior to
applying the mating force, or when the connectors be-
come misaligned as the mating force is applied, or when
the connector locking mechanism is not properly se-
cured. This can result from improper initial alignment of

the connectors, as well as misalignment due to a fluctu-
ating or an inconsistent applied force that results in skew-
ing or otherwise improper closing of the locking mecha-
nism. Additionally, the pressure angle may be difficult to
control leading to a decrease in the mechanical advan-
tage. Similarly, conventional cam mechanisms have of-
ten been unduly large and bulky because the stroke re-
quired was accommodated within the contour of the cam
groove and often require a large degree of angular travel
to mate and un-mate the connector assembly. Also, in
typical cam-assisted connector assemblies, mating forc-
es required to mate and un-mate connectors are not
equal since pin diameter is included in one moment arm
movement (e.g., mating) and not the other movement
(e.g., un-mating). Prior attempts to overcome these chal-
lenges have fallen short in suitably addressing all con-
cerns simultaneously. That is, there is a lack of a suitable
locking mechanism that may be used to securely fasten
and unfasten an electrical connector assembly employ-
ing large mating forces while preventing unintentional
separation of the assembly with the stroke of the me-
chanical assist mechanism constrained within the con-
tours of the cam and utilizing a relatively small amount
of angular travel.
[0007] US-A-5344194 discloses an electrical connec-
tor assembly comprising a base housing with a boss pin
and mating lever arm connector including a lever arm
having a lever arm boom and a cam groove. The cam
groove has opposing cam surfaces engaging the boss
pin. The lever arm engages the boss pin in the cam
groove based upon a stroke, and the boss pin travels
about the center point of rotation of the cam groove, when
a radial force is applied to the boss pin by a cam surface
in the angular direction of rotation. The applied force to
rotate the lever boom is applied at 45 degrees to the
radial force on the boss pin.
[0008] None of the previous electrical connector lever
lock assemblies allow the use of large mating forces re-
quired to properly join male and female multi-pin connec-
tor structures while adequately preventing the uninten-
tional release of the lever lock connector and providing
a lever locking mechanism that operates with a mechan-
ical stroke within the geometric projection of the cover
housing used to actuate proper connection of the halves
of the electrical connector assembly to provide an effi-
cient and reliable means of mating and locking the con-
nector assembly.
[0009] What is needed is a new type of electrical con-
nector lever lock assembly that permits application of
suitably large mating forces during the mating process
while providing a compact lever arm housing and a re-
duced angular distance through which the arm must trav-
el.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] This object is achieved by providing an electri-
cal connector assembly according to claim 1.
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[0011] The present invention thus provides a lever arm
connector with a cam groove to engage a cam follower
projection (boss pin) of a corresponding base housing:
The lever arm engages the cam follower projection (boss
pin) in the cam groove based upon a stroke, and the cam
follower projection (boss pin) travels through the center
point of rotation of the cam groove. The present invention
also provides a lever-lock mechanism to securely pre-
pare the lever arm connector in a pre-lock position. The
lever lock mechanism is then automatically deflected by
the base housing to enable free rotation. Once the lever
arm is fully rotated and the connector halves are fully
mated, a connector lock mechanism secures the con-
nection.
[0012] The present invention provides a simple and
powerful lever lock for an electrical connector assembly
to securely and confidently join male and female electri-
cal connector structures to ensure electrical continuity
and complete electrical circuits. The lever lock mecha-
nism provides a secure and verifiable means of assuring
circuit completion.
[0013] The task of securely and reliably joining multi-
pin electrical connectors presents a difficult challenge as
the number of pins increases and the corresponding re-
quired mating forces likewise increase. With large forces
necessary, an alignment error of the male and female
structures may result in inordinately high stress on indi-
vidual pins resulting in cracked conductors or damaged
insulators, as well as pushed pins that fail to meet and
join a corresponding receptacle. Similarly, without means
of ensuring the connector and housing are fully and prop-
erly mated, irregular and erratic performance of the elec-
trical connector may occur. These maladies then result
in faulty or intermittent connections and greatly increase
product costs as extensive troubleshooting may be re-
quired to detect the faulty assembly once the product is
assembled.
[0014] No previous connector assembly employs a le-
ver arm mechanical assist assembly for a connector
where the path of travel of the cam follower (boss pin) is
directly aligned to the center of the rotation cam, and the
radial force applied to the boss pin is directly applied in
the angular direction of the rotation. The assembly of the
present invention permits the stroke to extend beyond
the cam groove profile. Since the stroke is a function of
the rotating angle and the distance between the pin and
the shaft, the cam may be a more compact than in pre-
vious connector assemblies. Also, with the assembly of
the present invention, the pressure angle can be control-
led as it is directly related to the position of the cam.
[0015] The present lever-type electrical connector as-
sembly invention reduces the required angular travel to
nearly half that of conventional cam systems. By employ-
ing the improved design of the present invention, angular
travel of the shaft may be reduced to forty-five to sixty
degrees. With this configuration, the angular travel dis-
tance θ will be reduced and will therefore interfere less
with wires and connectors at the rear of each connector

half. Additionally, mating and un-mating forces will be
substantially identical.
[0016] The present invention eliminates alignment er-
rors while simultaneously reducing the required mating
forces by means of a lever arm assembly and camming
system that provides a compact package with which to
implement the necessary stroke for mechanical assist-
ance in establishing an intimate electrical connection be-
tween male and female connector structures. The
present invention employs a novel cam lever mechanism
that results in a secure and stable connection between
housing and connector structures that prevents the in-
advertent release of the joined connector assembly.
[0017] The method of the present invention allows us-
ers to securely and reliably mate and lock connectors
and housings with large numbers of pins and high mating
forces, while at the same time preventing alignment er-
rors, eliminating intermittent connections, and improving
reliability of the overall product.
[0018] The method of the present invention is carried
out using a lever arm connector comprising a shell; a
lever arm with a cam groove pivotally mounted on the
shell; a lever lock; and a base housing comprising a boss
pin where the boss pin is engaged by the cam groove
after the lever lock is deflected by the base housing. By
rotating the lever arm from an open position to a closed
position, the cam groove engages the boss pin thereby
drawing the lever arm connector into the base housing
to a connected position. An audible click, tactile feed-
back, or other sensory indication alerts a user that a con-
nection has been completed.
[0019] While specific dimensions have been provided
in the accompanying Figures detailing an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention, one should under-
stand that other dimensions could be employed to
achieve similar satisfactory results.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The above-mentioned and other features of this
invention and the manner of attaining them will become
more apparent, and the invention itself will be better un-
derstood, by reference to the following description of em-
bodiments of the invention taken in conjunction with the
accompanying figures where:
[0021] FIGURE 1A is a front perspective view of a lever
arm connector in accordance with the present invention
showing an orientation feature of the lever arm connec-
tor.
[0022] FIGURE 1B is a rear perspective view of a lever
arm connector in accordance with the present invention
showing a manner in which wires may be routed to the
rear of the lever arm connector.
[0023] FIGURE 2 is a side view of a connector assem-
bly in accordance with the present invention showing a
lever arm connector and a base housing.
[0024] FIGURE 3A is a side view of a connector as-
sembly in accordance with the present invention illustrat-
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ing a pre-lock position showing the designed interference
between a boss pin and a cam groove just prior to an
initial engagement.
[0025] FIGURE 3B is a side view of a connector as-
sembly in accordance with the present invention as the
lever lock is deflected just after an initial engagement
illustrating the designed interference between a boss pin
and a cam groove.
[0026] FIGURE 4 shows a side view of the connector
assembly in accordance with the present invention illus-
trating the connector assembly in a fully engaged and
locked position.
[0027] FIGURE 5 shows a side view of the connector
assembly in accordance with the present invention illus-
trating the application force of the lever arm, the mating
force between the base housing and the lever arm con-
nector, the reaction force on the boss pin, and the termi-
nal-to-terminal mating force as a connection is made.
[0028] FIGURE 6 shows a side view of the connector
assembly in accordance with the present invention illus-
trating the applied force, reaction force, and connector
mating force as applied to the geometry of the lever arm
connector and base housing.
[0029] FIGURE 7 shows a detailed side view of a lever
arm in accordance with the present invention illustrating
the relationship of the stroke as a function of the distance
between the lever arm pivot shaft and the boss pin and
the angular travel distance of the lever arm.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0030] The present invention relates to an electrical
connector assembly and method for establishing and
maintaining electrical contact between conductive mem-
bers. As a lever arm is rotated, the conductive members
may be joined by employing a lever action mechanical
assist mechanism and cam system to securely mate and
un-mate the connectors with a reduced mating force. The
present invention also provides a lever lock mechanism
to pre-lock the connector assembly halves in preparation
for mating, to properly align the conductive members,
and to prevent accidental release of the conductive mem-
bers.
[0031] The present invention provides a lever action
mechanical assist mechanism for an electrical connector
assembly to securely and confidently join male and fe-
male electrical connector structures to ensure electrical
continuity and complete electrical circuits. The lever arm
mechanical assist provides a secure and verifiable
means of assuring circuit completion. Likewise, the lever
lock of the present invention provides an optional hold-
open detent feature to safely and securely hold the con-
nector in a pre-lock position to further prepare the con-
ductive members for mating.
[0032] The task of securely and reliably joining multi-
pin electrical connectors presents a difficult challenge as
the number of pins increases and the corresponding re-
quired mating forces likewise increase. With large forces

necessary, an alignment error of the male and female
structures may result in inordinately high stress on indi-
vidual pins resulting in cracked conductors or damaged
insulators, as well as pushed pins that fail to meet and
join a corresponding receptacle. Similarly, without means
of ensuring the connector and housing are fully and prop-
erly mated, irregular and erratic performance of the elec-
trical connector may occur. These maladies then result
in faulty or intermittent connections and greatly increase
product costs as extensive troubleshooting may be re-
quired to detect the faulty assembly once the product is
assembled.
[0033] The present invention employs a lever arm me-
chanical assist where boss pins on one conductive mem-
ber of the connector assembly are drawn into the corre-
sponding conductive member by employing a cam de-
sign. With the lever arm mechanical assist device of the
present invention, the path of travel of the boss pins are
directly aligned to the center of rotation of the cam, and
the radial force applied to the boss pin is directly applied
in the angular direction of rotation.
[0034] Using the design of the present invention allows
a compact cam because the stroke required is not limited
to the cam profile. The stroke is a function of the angle
of rotation and the distance between the cam follower
pin and the shaft of the lever. Additionally, the present
invention permits control of the pressure angle, which is
directly related to the position of the cam. Further, the
required angular travel distance may be greatly reduced
to substantially 45 to 60 degrees. As shown in FIGURES
1A and 1B, with this reduced angular travel path, the
lever will not interfere with wires 190 extending out of the
connector assembly. Additionally, with the lever arm
moving in an upward rotation toward connector lock 111,
the invention conserves assembly space and package
space alike. By moving the lever arm 103 toward con-
nector lock 111 in the same direction of travel as lever
arm connector 101, the mating forces are transferred in
the same direction, thereby resulting in lower mating forc-
es.
[0035] Figure 2 illustrates connector assembly 100 in
a fully unmated state. It should be understood that in the
following figures, lever arm connector 101 of the connec-
tor assembly 100 includes the lever arm 103 mechanical
assist mechanism of the present invention, but that the
individual male and female connector structures may be
reversed between lever arm connector 101 and base
housing 102 without changing the overall structure of
connector assembly 100 of the present invention. For
brevity and convenience, reference will be made to lever
arm connector 101 and base housing 102 structures as
depicted in Figure 2.
[0036] Figure 2 shows lever arm connector 101 and
base housing 102. In base housing 102, electrical contact
points 194 are formed through in the front-to-rear direc-
tion of base housing 102 as illustrated by directional line
z’-z. The electrical contact points 194 are formed parallel
to each other in several rows in the height direction of
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the base housing as illustrated by directional line h-h’ and
in several columns in the width direction of the base hous-
ing (not shown). Electric terminals 192 form the opposite
side of each electrical contact point 194. Optionally, lever
arm connector 101 and base housing 102 may also be
lined with a flexible impervious material to prevent liquid
and vapor from reaching the electrical contact points 194
when the connector assembly 100 is fully assembled.
[0037] In lever arm connector 101, chambers 191 are
formed in a reciprocal fashion to accommodate the type
of electrical contact point 194 utilized in base housing
102. The electrical contact points 194 may be made in
any number of ways, including, but not limited to blade
terminals, pin terminals, block terminals, edge connec-
tors, and the like, as long as the chambers 191 on lever
arm connector 101 and electrical contact points 194 on
base housing 102 form the two halves of the physical
junction that join to complete an electrical circuit. Cham-
bers 191 may be arranged in parallel rows and columns
as shown in Figure 1A, or in any fashion to accommodate
the joining of electrical contact points 194 on base hous-
ing 102.
[0038] Returning to Figure 2, base housing 102 also
includes boss pin 104. Similarly, a corresponding boss
pin is present on the opposite side (not shown) of base
housing 102, so that there is a pair of boss pins on base
housing 102. Base housing 102 further includes a lever
lock deflector 106 that extends in the z’-z direction on the
outside portion of base housing 102. Lever lock deflector
106 is used to move lever lock 105 from an engaged
position (that is, engaged with lever lock detent 121) to
a rotating position by deflecting lever lock 105 away from
the lever lock detent 121, thereby permitting rotation of
the lever arm 103 and engagement of boss pin 104 by
cam groove 107.
[0039] Lever arm connector 101 forms the reciprocal
side of connector assembly 100 and is used in conjunc-
tion with base housing 102. Lever arm 101 comprises
shell 109 made of an insulating material and lever arm
103. Connector lock 111 is formed as part of lever arm
connector shell 109 and may be used to secure lever
arm 103 in a fully-locked, connected position. Lever arm
103 includes lever lock 105 with which lever arm 103 may
be secured in a pre-lock position to mate with base hous-
ing 102. Lever arm 103 is pivotally mounted on lever arm
pivot shaft 117 of the connector shell 109. Lever arm 103
further includes cam groove 107 with which to engage
boss pin 104 of base housing 102. Cam groove 107 in-
cludes an eccentric receiving portion 113 that is tapered
outward slightly at the edge of the lever arm 103 to facil-
itate receiving boss pin 104 when lever arm connector
101 and base housing 102 are mated.
[0040] Lever lock 105 extends from lever arm 103 and
is connected to at least one end of lever arm 103. For
example, as shown in Figure 2, lever lock 105 may be
formed as a projection of lever arm 103. The structure of
lever lock 105 enables an elastic response when lever
arm 105 is deflected by lever lock deflector 106. Lever

lock 105 is substantially opposite lever arm boom 119 of
lever arm 103 such that as lever arm boom 119 is raised
upward in the h-h’ direction toward connector lock 111,
lever lock 105 moves downward in the h’-h direction away
from connector lock 111. In the pre-lock position illustrat-
ed in Figure 2, lever lock 105 is shown engaged in lever
lock detent 121. The significance of this engagement is
discussed further with regard to Figures 3A and 3B.
[0041] As also illustrated in Figure 1A and Figure 2,
lever arm connector 101 may also include one or more
lever arm orientation features 115 such as keys or slots,
for example, that serve to geometrically distinguish the
orientation of lever arm connector 101. Likewise, base
housing 102 may include a corresponding base housing
orientation feature 116 that correspondingly serves to
geometrically distinguish the orientation of base housing
102. By matching lever arm orientation feature 115 with
base housing orientation feature 116, an accurate and
reliable connection between lever arm connector 101 and
base housing 102 may be made.
[0042] Figure 2 illustrated connector assembly 100 in
a fully open state, where the lever arm connector 101
and base housing 102 are separate and have yet to be
joined. Figure 2 shows lever arm connector 101 in a pre-
lock position where the lever lock 105 is engaged with
lever lock detent 121. In this state, lever arm boom 119
is positioned above wires 190 such that the required an-
gular travel distance to fully mate the lever arm connector
101 to the base housing 102 is substantially 45 to 60
degrees.
[0043] The initial operation of the connector assembly
100 is further illustrated in Figure 3A and Figure 3B. Fig-
ure 3A illustrates the connector assembly 100 in a pre-
lock position showing the designed interference between
boss pin 104 and eccentric receiving portion 113 of cam
groove 107 just prior to an initial engagement. As further
shown in Figure 3A, cam groove 107 of lever arm 103
has an eccentric receiving portion 113 formed to accept
boss pin 104 of base housing 102. A corresponding sec-
ond cam groove (not shown) is formed on the opposite
side of lever arm 103, and a corresponding boss pin (not
shown) is formed on the opposite side of base housing
102. The two cam grooves are mirror images of each
other about the center of the width of lever arm 103 just
as the two boss pins are mirror images of each other
about the center of the width of base housing 102.
[0044] Lever arm boom 119 is raised in the h h’ direc-
tion and brought into position as shown in Figure 3A,
thereby engaging lever lock 105 in lever lock detent 121.
Optional hold-open detent 123 formed in shell 109 may
further secure lever arm connector 101 in the pre-lock
position. As lever arm connector 101 is inserted into base
housing 102 to this pre-lock position, boss pin 104 is
urged upward toward lever arm 103 at receiving portion
113 of cam groove 107. Boss pin 104 snaps into a pre-
lock position (best illustrated in Figure 3B) as it over-
comes the edge of eccentric receiving portion 113 of cam
groove 107 while reaching a temporary physical limit im-
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posed by the retaining force provided by lever lock 105
and lever lock detent 121.
[0045] As shown further in Figure 3B, as a user con-
tinues to insert lever arm connector 101 into base housing
102 beyond the pre-lock position, lever lock deflector 106
engages lever lock 105 and moves lever lock 105 from
a locked position (that is, locked with lever lock detent
121) to a free rotation position where the lever arm 103
may be rotated freely since lever lock 105 is now deflect-
ed away from lever lock detent 121. Immediately after
lever lock 105 is deflected, the position of electrical con-
tact points 194 is such that they have not yet made con-
tact with chambers 191 of lever arm connector 101. Sim-
ilarly, boss pin 104, is retained in the pre-lock position
until further engagement of the boss pin 104 by cam
groove 107 is performed. As indicated above, a similar
engagement action occurs with the mirror image boss
pin and cam groove pair. As lever arm boom 119 is ro-
tated upward toward connector lock 111, boss pin 104
is further engaged by cam groove 107, and lever arm
connector 101 and base housing 102 are drawn together
toward a mated position. As lever arm boom 119 is ro-
tated upward, the initial rotation force is also used to over-
come the retaining force between the shell 109 and the
lever arm 103 provided by optional hold-open detent 123.
[0046] As shown in Figure 4, as lever arm boom 119
is moved in the h-h’ direction and reaches its full range
of travel toward connector lock 111, connector lock 111
engages lever arm boom 119. Likewise, as lever arm
boom 119 is moved in the h-h’ direction, lever arm 103
rotates about lever arm pivot shaft 117 causing cam
groove 107 to further engage boss pin 104 and exert
pressure on boss pin 104 with connection mating force
components Fm generally in the z-z’ direction as shown
in Figure 5. Pivot shaft 117 is centered on lever arm con-
nector 101, thereby transferring the mating force of the
lever arm connector 101 at the center of the connector
assembly 100.
[0047] The applied force Fa to rotate lever arm boom
119 along the arc of movement a-a’ is also shown in
Figure 5. As discussed above, by moving the lever arm
103 toward connector lock 111 in the same direction of
travel as lever arm connector 101 (that is lever arm 103
and lever arm connector 101 both move toward base
housing 102), the applied force Fa efficiently transfers a
mating force in the same direction of movement, thereby
resulting in a lower overall mating force.
[0048] "Returning to Figure 4, the camming action
pressure exerted by cam groove 107 on boss pin on boss
pin 104 as lever arm boom 119 is rotated toward con-
nector lock 111 causes lever arm connector 101 to move
linearly in the z’-z direction and lever arm connector 101
is drawn into base housing 102 until lever arm boom 119
encounters a mechanical stop, such as connector lock
111 illustrated in Figure 4. Lever arm boom 119 encoun-
ters this mechanical stop corresponding to the end of the
full range of angular motion of lever arm boom 119. Lever
arm boom 119 and connector lock 111 meet to form a

protective cover for wires 190 leading to chambers 191
in lever arm connector 101. At this point, lever arm boom
119 is in its fully closed position corresponding to the end
of travel along arc a-a’, and lever arm connector 101 is
at the end of linear travel along the direction z’-z.
[0049] If an operator must un-mate the connector as-
sembly, the process is reversed as connector lock 111
is depressed and lever arm boom 119 is rotated in the
opposite direction toward its initial position along arc a’-
a. This rotation of the lever arm 103, in turn, drives cam
groove 107 against boss pin 104 and forces lever arm
connector 101 to move linearly in the opposite direction
along z-z’ away from base housing 102. Simultaneously,
as lever arm boom 119 is further rotated, the rotation and
linear movement allows lever arm connector 101 to with-
draw from base housing 102 and thereby disconnects
electrical contact points 194 from chambers 191 thereby
opening the electrical connection. When lever arm boom
119 is rotated back to its starting position, cam groove
107 has driven boss pin 104 back to its initial position as
well. At this point, lever arm 103 is once again in its pre-
lock position and cam groove 107 and boss pin 104 have
been returned to their initial positions of travel.
[0050] As shown in Figure 6, the present invention per-
mits control of the pressure angle α with increased me-
chanical advantage while utilizing small angular travel
distances a-a’ to mate and un-mate the connector. The
mating forces and un-mating forces are substantially the
same since distance r1 remains the same regardless of
the direction of travel in which lever arm 103 is rotated.
The cam mechanism may be streamlined since the re-
quired stroke does not need to be accommodated within
the contour of the cam as shown in Figure 6 and Figure
7. Additionally, by controlling the pressure angle α, the
distance d between the boss pin 104 and the bottom edge
of base housing 102 may be controlled and minimized
thereby resulting in a lower reaction force on the boss
pin 104 and a resulting lower reaction moment on the
bottom edge of the base housing 102 and a printed circuit
board to which base housing 102 may be mounted.
[0051] Figure 7 further illustrates that the stroke L is a
function of distance r1 and angular travel distance θ. As
discussed above with regard to Figure 6, the distance r1
and distance r2 are substantially the same, thereby re-
sulting in substantially the same mating and unmating
force. Since the angular travel distance θ is reduced to
substantially 45 to 60 degrees, stroke L is not constrained
to the contour of the cam groove 107 and may be greater
than the distance of the cam groove profile d2.
[0052] In addition to the exemplary embodiment de-
scribed above, additional features include a radically
curved and/or off-set initial inlet (eccentric receiving) por-
tion for the cam groove to aid in the initial engagement
of the boss pin to the cam groove. A radical curved ar-
rangement and/or an off-set arrangement results in a fur-
ther reduced pressure angle α at the pre-lock position.
Additionally, in additional embodiments, the path of travel
of the boss pin may be non-linear by incorporating an
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asymmetrical cam groove with which to engage the boss
pin. By altering the geometry of the boss pin and cam
groove engagement, the pressure angle may be re-
duced, the applied force may be reduced, and the reac-
tion force on the lever arm may also be reduced depend-
ing upon the particular application.
[0053] The method of the present invention allows us-
ers to securely and reliably mate and lock connectors
and housings with large numbers of pins and high mating
forces, while at the same time preventing alignment er-
rors, eliminating intermittent connections, and improving
reliability of the overall product.
[0054] While the present invention have been de-
scribed in connection with a number of exemplary em-
bodiments and implementations, the present invention
is not so limited but rather covers various modifications
and equivalent arrangements, which fall within the pur-
view of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An electrical connector assembly that reduces con-
nector mating forces and alignment errors, the con-
nector assembly comprising:

a base housing (102) including a boss pin (104);
and
a lever arm connector (101) to mate to the base
housing (102), the lever arm connector (101) in-
cluding:

a lever arm having a lever arm boom (119)
and a cam groove (107), said cam groove
(107) having opposing cam surfaces posi-
tioned substantially parallel to the lever arm
boom (119) to engage the boss pin (104) of
the base housing (102), wherein the lever
arm (103) engages the boss pin (104) in the
cam groove (107) based upon a stroke, and
the boss pin (104) travels about the center
point of rotation of the cam groove (107)
when a radial force is applied to the boss
pin (104) by a cam surface in the angular
direction of rotation,

characterized in that thereby a mating force is
transferred to the base housing (102) in the same
direction as an applied force to rotate the lever arm
boom (119).

2. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the path of travel of the boss pin (104) in the cam
groove profile is directly aligned to the center point
of rotation.

3. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the lever arm (103) has a range of angular travel

less than 60 degrees.

4. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the lever arm connector (101) further comprises
a lever lock (105) to hold the lever arm connector
(101) in a pre-lock position.

5. The electrical connector assembly of claim 4, where-
in the base housing (102) further includes a lever
lock deflector (106) to deflect the lever arm lock (105)
to enable the lever arm connector (101) to rotate and
to further enable the cam groove (107) to engage
the boss pin (104) to draw the lever-type electrical
connector to a mated position.

6. The electrical connector assembly of claim 5, where-
in the lever lock (105) is formed as a projection of
the lever arm (103) to provide an elastic response
as the lever lock deflector (106) deflects the lever
lock (105).

7. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the lever arm connector (101) further comprises
a hold-open detent (123).

8. The electrical connector assembly of claim 2, where-
in the distance (L) of the stroke is greater than the
distance (d2) between said opposing cam surfaces
of the cam groove profile.

9. The electrical connector assembly of claim 2, where-
in the mating force and an un-mating force are sub-
stantially the same.

10. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the cam groove (107) includes an eccentric re-
ceiving portion (113).

11. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the lever arm connector (101) further comprises
an orientation feature (115).

12. The electrical connector assembly of claim 1, where-
in the base housing (102) further comprises a base
housing orientation feature (116).

13. The electrical connector assembly of claim 3, where-
in the angular travel of the lever arm (103) is in the
same direction as the linear travel of the lever arm
connector (101).

14. The electrical connector assembly of claim 13,
wherein the lever lock connector further comprises
a connector lock (111) with which to engage the lever
arm (103) at the end point of the angular travel of
the lever arm (103), thereby securing the lever arm
(103) in the connector lock (111) as the lever arm
connector (101) and the base housing (102) are mat-
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ed.

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung, welche die
Stecker-Paarungskräfte und Ausrichtungsfehler
verringert, wobei die Steckverbinderanordnung auf-
weist:

ein Basisgehäuse (102), das einen vorstehen-
den Zapfen (104) enthält; und
einen Hebelarmverbinder (101), der mit dem
Basisgehäuse (102) zu paaren ist, wobei der
Hebelarmverbinder (101) aufweist:

einen Hebelarm, der einen Hebelarmausle-
ger (119) und eine Nockennut (107) hat, wo-
bei die Nockennut (107) gegenüberliegen-
de Nockenoberflächen hat, die im Wesent-
lichen parallel zum Hebelarmausleger
(119) angeordnet sind, um mit dem vorste-
henden Zapfen (104) des Basisgehäuses
(102) in Eingriff zu kommen, wobei der He-
belarm (103) aufgrund eines Hubs mit dem
vorstehenden Zapfen (104) in der Nocken-
nut (107) in Eingriff kommt, und sich der vor-
stehende Zapfen (104) um den Drehmittel-
punkt der Nockennut (107) herum bewegt,
wenn von einer Nockenoberfläche in der
Winkelrichtung der Drehung eine radiale
Kraft an den vorstehenden Zapfen (104) an-
gelegt wird,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass hierdurch in der-
selben Richtung wie eine zum Drehen des Hebelar-
mauslegers (119) angelegte Kraft eine Paarungs-
kraft auf das Basisgehäuse (102) übertragen wird.

2. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der von dem vorstehenden Zapfen
(104) in dem Nockennutprofil zurückgelegte Weg di-
rekt auf den Drehmittelpunkt ausgerichtet ist.

3. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Hebelarm (103) einen Winkel-
bewegungsbereich von weniger als 60 Grad hat.

4. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Hebelarmverbinder (101) ferner
eine Hebelverriegelung (105) zum Halten des He-
belarmverbinders (101) in einer vorverriegelten Po-
sition aufweist.

5. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 4, wobei das Basisgehäuse (102) ferner eine
Hebelverriegelungs-Ablenkeinrichtung (106) zum
Ablenken der Hebelarmverriegelung (105) aufweist,

um dem Hebelarmverbinder (101) eine Drehung zu
ermöglichen und um es ferner der Nockennut (107)
zu ermöglichen, mit dem vorstehenden Zapfen (104)
in Eingriff zu kommen, um den elektrischen Hebel-
Steckverbinder in eine gepaarte Position zu ziehen.

6. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 5, wobei die Hebelverriegelung (105) als ein
Fortsatz des Hebelarms (103) ausgebildet ist, um
ein elastisches Verhalten vorzusehen, wenn die He-
belverriegelungs-Ablenkeinrichtung (106) die He-
belverriegelung (105) ablenkt.

7. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Hebelarmverbinder (101) ferner
eine Offenhalteraste (123) aufweist.

8. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Strecke (L) des Hubs größer als
der Abstand (d2) zwischen den gegenüberliegenden
Nokkenoberflächen des Nockennutsprofils ist.

9. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Paarungskraft und eine die Paa-
rung lösende Kraft im Wesentlichen gleich groß sind.

10. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei die Nockennut (107) einen exzen-
trischen Aufnahmeteil (113) enthält.

11. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Hebelarmverbinder (101) ferner
ein Ausrichtungsmerkmal (115) aufweist.

12. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei das Basisgehäuse (102) ferner ein
Basisgehäuse-Ausrichtungsmerkmal (116) auf-
weist.

13. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 3, wobei die Winkelbewegung des Hebel-
arms (103) in der gleichen Richtung wie die Linear-
bewegung des Hebelarmverbinders (101) erfolgt.

14. Elektrische Steckverbinderanordnung gemäß An-
spruch 13, wobei der Hebelverriegelungsverbinder
eine Verbinderverriegelung (111) aufweist, mit wel-
cher der Hebelarm (103) am Endpunkt der Winkel-
bewegung des Hebelarms (103) in Eingriff gebracht
wird, wodurch der Hebelarm (103) in der Verbinder-
verriegelung (103) gesichert wird, wenn der Hebel-
armverbinder (101) und das Basisgehäuse (102) ge-
paart sind.

Revendications

1. Assemblage connecteur électrique qui réduit les for-
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ces d’accouplement de connecteur et les erreurs
d’alignement, l’assemblage connecteur
comprenant :

un boîtier de base (102) comprenant une gou-
pille formant bossage (104) ; et
un connecteur à bras de levier (101) pour s’ac-
coupler au boîtier de base (102), le connecteur
à bras de levier (101) comprenant :

un bras de levier ayant une flèche de bras
de levier (119) et un chemin de came (107),
ledit chemin de came (107) ayant des sur-
faces de came opposées positionnées sen-
siblement parallèlement à la flèche de bras
de levier (119) pour engager la goupille for-
mant bossage (104) du boîtier de base
(102), dans lequel le bras de levier (103)
engage la goupille formant bossage (104)
dans le chemin de came (107) sur la base
d’une course, et la goupille formant bossa-
ge (104) se déplace autour du point de ro-
tation central du chemin de came (107)
quand une force radiale est appliquée à la
goupille formant bossage (104) par une sur-
face de came dans le sens angulaire de ro-
tation,

caractérisé en ce qu’une force d’accouplement est
ainsi transférée au boîtier de base (102) dans le mê-
me sens qu’une force appliquée pour faire tourner
la flèche de bras de levier (119).

2. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel la trajectoire de déplacement
de la goupille formant bossage (104) dans le profil
de chemin de came est directement alignée avec le
point de rotation central.

3. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le bras de levier (103) a une
plage de déplacement angulaire inférieure à 60 de-
grés.

4. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le connecteur à bras de levier
(101) comprend en outre un bloqueur de levier (105)
pour maintenir le connecteur à bras de levier (101)
dans une position de pré-verrouillage.

5. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 4, dans lequel le boîtier de base (102) com-
prend en outre un déflecteur de bloqueur de levier
(106) pour dévier le bloqueur de bras de levier (105)
pour permettre au connecteur à bras de levier (101)
de tourner et pour permettre en outre au chemin de
came (107) d’engager la goupille formant bossage
(104) pour tirer le connecteur électrique du type à

levier dans une position accouplée.

6. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 5, dans lequel le bloqueur de levier (105)
est formé comme une saillie du bras de levier (103)
pour fournir une réponse élastique lorsque le déflec-
teur de bloqueur de levier (106) dévie le bloqueur de
levier (105).

7. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le connecteur à bras de levier
(101) comprend en outre un cran de maintien
d’ouverture (123).

8. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel la distance (L) de la course
est supérieure à la distance (d2) entre lesdites sur-
faces de came opposées du profil de chemin de ca-
me.

9. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel la force d’accouplement et
une force de désaccouplement sont sensiblement
les mêmes.

10. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le chemin de came (107) com-
prend une portion de réception excentrique (113).

11. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le connecteur à bras de levier
(101) comprend en outre un élément d’orientation
(115).

12. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le boîtier de base (102) com-
prend en outre un élément d’orientation de boîtier
de base (116).

13. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 3, dans lequel le déplacement angulaire du
bras de levier (103) est dans la même direction que
le déplacement linéaire du connecteur à bras de le-
vier (101).

14. Assemblage connecteur électrique selon la reven-
dication 13, dans lequel le connecteur à blocage par
levier comprend en outre un bloqueur de connecteur
(111) avec lequel engager le bras de levier (103) au
point terminal du déplacement angulaire du bras de
levier (103), en bloquant ainsi le bras de levier (103)
dans le bloqueur de connecteur (111) lorsque le con-
necteur à bras de levier (101) et le boîtier de base
(102) sont accouplés.
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